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The Debate: Mathematics, Monuments and 
Hierarchy of Evidence

• Hierarchy of Evidence (first introduced McPherson v 
Cameron 7 N.S.R. 208 N.S. C.A., 1868 )
– Natural Boundaries
– Original Monuments
– Fences and Other Possessory Evidence 
– Plan data: Measurements Quoted by the Original 

Surveyor; 
• we can treat coordinates as derivatives of 

measurements. 
Is this hierarchy still relevant; especially the bottom two items?



Structure
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 Policy and practice in 3 countries
 Coordinates on Survey plans. Examples from my own work.
 Questions and policy tensions relating to coordinates and mathematical

evidence.
 Law cases and policy from 19th and 20th century South Africa –

absurdities that can arise when altering the hierarchy
 Case studies from my own work. Coordinates as useful evidence when

re-establishing doubtful boundaries.
 Policy and practice suggestions
 Discussion



South Australia / Australian Capital Territory (ACT)

• S. Aus. proposal in 1990’s:- to lodge a survey with the Surveyor General and then 
fix the coordinate as the final position.

• In the case of re-establishing a lost monument, after due process, and all 
evidence considered, the curtain falls and the coordinate cannot be changed, 
even if fresh evidence emerges. [2]

• Does not appear to have been implemented.
• Much focus on Cost - Benefit Analysis in proposal
• I have found no evidence of consultation / workshops with public.
• Similar proposal in ACT appears to have been rejected. [2]



Switzerland

• In terms of Swiss Civil Code, boundaries depicted graphically 
on a cadastral plan take precedence over marks on the ground 
unless the plan is shown to be wrong.

• Monuments may be replaced if not in accord with a correct 
plan. [2]



Austria
• Introduced numerical/coordinate based cadastre in 1968.
• A coordinate could become the primary evidence of the 

position of a boundary polygon apex if all surrounding 
owners sign a consent form. I.e. coordinate is superior to 
original monument.

• Coordinates referenced to geodetic control.
• Coordinates adjusted if readjustment of geodetic control.
• Fewer than 12% of the parcels covering 2% of the land 

area are on this system [3]
– “general public reluctant to accept coordinates as 

dominant evidence”
– Greater acceptance in urban areas (One interview!)
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Geodetic Survey and Geodesy



South African Cadastral Surveys
• Used coordinate systems since 1833 on various local, 

regional and national systems
• Multitude of boundary cases in late 19th century and 

early 20th century
• Land Survey Act of 1927 (replaced by 1997 Act) and 

national mapping system – compulsory use of 
coordinates on national grid in rural areas soon 
followed after complete coverage by tertiary trig 
beacons.

• Local coordinate systems prior to this
• Regulation whereby Surveyor General could assign an 

official coordinate  to a point and all surveyors would 
be compelled to use that coordinate thereafter 
introduced in 1962 but abolished in 1990’s.

• All surveys, urban and rural, have had to be tied to 
geodetic control and coordinated since early 1990’s.

• Major advantages to integrated survey systems; I 
don’t recall litigation over fixed boundary positions 
since 1930’s.

• But ... Some 19th century laws and policy which defy 
logic.



Cape of Good Hope: Esterhuizen’s Executrix v 
Vermeulen 1867-8

• 1830 two farms surveyed and 
beacons placed at C and F.

• 1838 farms sold “according to 
diagram”

• Upon resurvey, diagrams 
showed beacons should be at 
E and D; Esterhuizen 
abandoned his house and 
moved to new homestead.

• 1858 Cape Land Beacons Act 
recognised original monuments 
as taking precedence and case 
came to court. Set the 
foundation for rules for 
arbitrators (i.e. weighting 
evidence) in use today.

• Court held that boundary was 
on line C-F, where the original 
monuments were.

Rules for Arbitrators Land Survey 
Acts
1.Original monuments / beacons
2.Well ascertained beacons 
recognised by all parties for 30 years 
or more.
3.Overlaps? Older grant prevails.
4.Diagrams to be rectified if 
incorrect.



Mathematics above All: Transvaal

• Transvaal Republic 1870 Act – document signed by State 
President is unimpeachable (indefeasible).

• An earlier act of 1864 had established the monuments 
should be constructed by grantees and these would be the 
primary evidence

• The 1870 Act probably did not intend to make survey plans 
/ diagrams unimpeachable; that was perhaps an 
unintended consequence.



O'Neil vs Colonial Gold Mining Company & 
Escombe 1885

Dispute

Weltevreden No 987
1870 grant & inspection
Owners: Strydom 
            O' Nei l

Weltevreden No 1059
1871 Grant & Inspection
1873 survey &  Diagram

Owners:
Jansen
Button
Escombe

Lothiana
1871 Grant & Inspection
1873 Survey & diagram

S'Gravenhage
1871 Grant & Inspection
1873 Survey & diagram

Owners:
Jansen
Button
Colonial Gold Mining Co Owners:

Jansen
Button
Colonial Gold Mining Co

Conceptual  sketch: not a representation of geometry of farm boundaries



Murray v Opperman 1904: Transvaal
• Vanggatfontein and Brakfontein

surveyed by Brookes in 1868.
• All surrounding owners attended 

survey and agreed to large stone 
cairn at K as a monument.

• Brooks mistakenly depicted a 
working station at F as the 
monument on his survey diagram 
instead of K.

• Court held that due procedure had 
been followed and therefore 
graphical and mathematical 
evidence on diagram was 
unimpeachable and boundary 
monument was at F, even though 
all the surrounding owners had 
accepted the cairn at K as the 
monument.
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Murray v Opperman 1904: Transvaal
• The surrounding owners could have 

had the diagram rectified if the 
owners of Vanggatfontein had 
agreed to this.

• They didn’t!
• The case reputedly had a major 

influence on surveyors thinking.

• Compare this case with Swiss and 
Austrian policies?

• What do we do in the case of an 
indefeasible coordinate at F –
rather than at K - and another one 
at L?
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African & European Investment Co.  v  Warren 1924

• Three farms surveyed in 1895 
and northern beacon of farms 
Zendlingpost and Weltevreden
shown to be at Fa, south of the 
river.

• Original beacon was at Fa and 
it still existed south of the river 
as shown on the diagram.

• Resurvey based on 
mathematical evidence placed 
it at F. Plaintiffs claimed yellow 
disputed area.

Stinkhoutboom

Zendlingspost
Weltevreden

Fa

F

River (Spruit)



African & European Investment Co.  v  Warren 1924
• Court held for Warren; beacon 

should be at Fa as mathematical 
evidence contradicted pictorial 
evidence which indicated the intent 
of the grantor. Picture showed the 
topological relationships.

Stinkhoutboom

Zendlingspost
Weltevreden

Fa

F

River (Spruit)

De Villiers J.A.:” ...in the case of a document which contradicts itself, 
the impossible conclusion is reached that the same beacon of the three 
farms is at one and the same time at one point, and at another 180 
yards away.  No document is wholly unimpeachable otherwise it would 
be possible for two confirmed unimpeachable documents to represent 
the same piece of ground and yet purport to be diagrams of different 
pieces of ground......... There are limits of what the legislation can 
decree, that limit being determined by the impossible.”

What do these 3 cases tell us about coordinates, indefeasible boundaries and 
topological relationships in determining boundary positions?



Simons Town 1795 grant and 1886 subdivision with road allowance



Cape of Good Hope: Red Line Diagrams
by Cape Government Notice 229/1879 

• Poor compromise for amended title. If black data was incorrect, surveyor put the 
“correct” red lines in the survey plan, but registration done on black line data. Notion 
that you could not change a registered document.

• Red line / black line data carried forward to subdivisions.
• “Very incorrect surveyors” didn’t bother to create red lines; just made their data fit 

the black data (I’ve only come across one such case – discussed later).



Moorreesburg: 1863 Survey and older adjacent ones 
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Complex Boundary



Moorreesburg
Challenges

Position of A out by 
200m, but rest of 
1863 survey 
compares well with 
more recent surveys

Red line data on 
1911 survey provided 
a clue.

Coordinates of line in 
1948 survey “out” by 
40cm over 2km; now 
what?

Lawfully established 
monument off line 
and my 
reconstructed 
coordinate different 
to original coordinate



Re-establish B – Monuments A, C and D found
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Coordinate Comparison of Monuments A, C & D
Northings Eastings

Original Survey (year) Plan # A 1000.000 1000.000
Current Survey  (Year) Afound 999.9800 1000.030

Δ +0.020 +0.030

Original Survey (year) Plan # C 460.044 1275.970
Current Survey  (Year) Cfound 460.059 1275.995

Δ +0.015 +0.025
Original Survey (year) Plan # D 598.963 938.124
Current Survey  (Year) Dfound 460.059 1275.990

Δ +0.025 +0.035

Mean Shift to be applied to the coordinates of  B. Δ +0.020 +0.030

Original Survey (year) Plan # B 878.446 1689.365
Correction Δ +0.020 +0.030
Replacement Value for B BNew 878.466 1689.395

Plan Data



Survey Plan /Diagram Case: 
Urban Survey 1960: No Coordinates

• Urban surveys required coordinates 
from late 1960’s if in reasonable range 
of a TSM / trig beacon.

• Plan on right has no coordinates.
• Draw original survey and see if surveyor 

did tie to trig or TSM’s – (see next slide 
for general practice)

• If so, similarity transformation using old 
and new geodetic control points and 
transform coordinates of boundary 
monuments in the original survey.

• Use these to search for original 
monuments.

• If none found, search wider until 
reasonable original monument evidence 
found.Reconstruct positions based on mathematical 

evidence. Then further search for evidence of 
originals and replace. Reconstructed positions 
should be close to fence posts; otherwise do further 
investigation.
If no coordinates, search for monuments near 
fence posts and survey fence posts. Adopt objects 
that tie in well with mathematical data on diagram.



Data Comparison
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1200.00
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(135.03.20)

800.00800.53

Original survey 
da ta a dopted

Original survey 
da ta a nd  current surve y
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(Mound and four p its)

Sample of Parts of a  Comparison Sketch

(brackets) - survey plan data
Red - data from this survey
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Policy decisions: Go and get your feet dirty!



Re-establishment: Suggestions
• Retain the hierarchy, but apply appropriate weights to the evidence. 
• Caution against coordinates being absolute
• Major advantages to having coordinates on plans
• If a  modern plan, accept the plan data but do enough do prove it 

wrong. Evidence should triangulate.
– Check the plan for consistency before you start a survey.
– Do not accept coordinates uncritically. Do proper plan checking.

• Understand the expected precision of a particular survey
• Link coordinated surveys to geodetic control if possible – adjust 

coordinate values if geodetic control values have changed
30



Well Triangulated Data / Evidence
Hierarchy assumes all items of 
evidence are equally persuasive 
and therefore carry equal weight in 
forming a judgement / opinion. In 
reality we seek what social 
scientists refer to as triangulation 
(concept originates in surveying) –
different items and classes of 
evidence together provide a 
conclusive or at least persuasive 
indication of the area in which a 
lost monument falls and we weight 
evidence items according to their 
quality / reliability to estimate the 
most probable position. 

Zone of uncertainty is a key, but 
often forgotten concept especially 
when coordinates are used as 
evidence.

Questions: Do we move coordinates above 
original monuments in the hierarchy or 
merely place greater emphasis on 
weighting of evidence? 
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Morrison v van den Tillaart 2012



Questions / Discussion

• If we have a delayed posting plan where corners are initially 
defined by coordinates. When times comes to post the 
corners, the surveyor mistakenly places a post out of position. 
Then what?
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